
TEK Instructional Strategies Evidence of Learning Materials and
Resources:

"TODAY the student will
learn/master…"

How will the student
demonstrate that they have

mastered the focused learning of
the day?

"I/You will..."

Mon Math: School Holiday School Holiday
I will show my understanding of
rounding to the nearest ten or
hundred.

Rounding Powerpoint and
Response sheet

Reading Comprehension: School Holiday School Holiday
I will make journal entries to
make and confirm predictions
and identify the moral lesson

Phonics: School Holiday School Holiday
I will apply the spelling pattern
to spell five unknown words with
digraphs.

Writing/Grammar School Holiday School Holiday I will write sentences that
include prepositional phrase.

Science/S.S.: School Holiday School Holiday

I will participate in simple
science experiments in which I
will observe, dicuss, and make
notes on physical properties of
different states of matter. peanuts in shell

Tues Math: (3.1C, 3.1D)

4.2 Estimate Sums- Vocabulary
word: Compatible Numbers.
Continue with the powerpoint and
discuss how rounding and using
compatibale numbers can help
estimate sums.

I will use compatible numbers to
estimate sums. -powerpoint

Reading Comprehension:

I will use PBL to make inferences
and draw conslusions about what I
read during research.  3.10  I will
create a quick picture that
represents the visual imagery
conveyed by the author through
sensory language.  3.10

Read and Discuss "No Such Thing as
Nessie"  Watch the video about
possible sightings of Nessie.  Discuss
as a class wheter Nessie might be real
or not. Use eating popcorn to help us
create a class focus chart of sensory
details.

I will make journal entries to
make and confirm predictions
and identify the moral lesson

Phonics:

3.1Bi-v  Syllable types  We
will create a circle map
identifying and giving
examples of the 6 syllable
types:open, closed, vowel, r
controlled, silent e, final
stable.

Introduce the spelling words
napkin, tiger, table, stake.  Use
the table on the slideshow to
sort the syllables by types. 
Discuss if the syllable types
create a long or short vowel in
the word. 

I will apply the spelling pattern
to spell five unknown words with
digraphs

Week of August 29 - September 2
Lesson Planning Guide

Day
and
Time

Units, Chapters,
Concepts…



Writing/Grammar

I will plan and develop a draft
through the writing process to
publication.  Genre:  Realistic
Fiction  3.17A-E  I will use and
identify nouns in reading,
writing, and speaking.  3.22Aii Writing Process

I will write sentences that
include prepositional phrase.

Social Studies:

3.1 A,C; 3.18 B,C  I will describe
how Christopher Columbus and
Juan de Onate contributed to the
expansion of existing communities
or to the creation of new
communities.

Watch a brainpop video on
Christopher Columbus.  Then,
watch the youtube video on
Juan. Complete the Week 4
Flyer if you have time.

I will identify how
Christopher Columbus
and Juan de Onate
contributed to the
expansion of the United
States and Texas.

https://www.brainpop.com
/socialstudies/famoushistor
icalfigures/christophercolu
mbus/
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=tLl_xEYe3Bs

Wed Math: 3.1D, 3.1F

4.3- Use properties to Add.
Introduce the commutative property
of addition and the Associateive
Property of Addition. Discuss how
you can add more than two
addends.

I will use different properties to
add.

Reading Comprehension:

I will use PBL to make inferences
and draw conslusions about what I
read during research.  3.10  I will
create a quick picture that
represents the visual imagery
conveyed by the author through
sensory language.  3.10

Read the article about Big Foot. 
Watch the video about Big Foot
sightings.  Discuss wheter it is
possible that Big Foot exists or
not.  Find the sensory details in
the arcticle. 

I will make journal entries to
make and confirm predictions
and identify the moral lesson

Phonics:

3.1Bi-v  Syllable types  We
will create a circle map
identifying and giving
examples of the 6 syllable
types:open, closed, vowel, r
controlled, silent e, final
stable.

Brainstorm other words that
match the different syllable
types.  I will apply the spelling pattern

to spell five unknown words with
digraphs

Writing/Grammar

I will plan and develop a draft
through the writing process to
publication.  Genre:  Realistic
Fiction  3.17A-E  I will use and
identify nouns in reading,
writing, and speaking.  3.22Aii Writing Process

I will write sentences that
include prepositional phrase.

Social Studies:

3.1 A,C We will identify the
Founding Fathers and how
they contributed to the
expansion of the United
States.

We will watch a Brainpop video
on the Founding Fathers.

Thurs Math: 3.1D, 3.1F, 3.4A, 3.2A, 3.2B, 3.5A

4.4 Use the Break Apart Strategy to
Add. Students will discover how to
use the break apart strategy to add
3 digit numbers.

I will solve 3 digit addition using
the break apart strategy.



Reading Comprehension:

I will use PBL to make inferences
and draw conslusions about what I
read during research.  3.10  I will
create a quick picture that
represents the visual imagery
conveyed by the author through
sensory language.  3.10

Read Little Grunt and the Big Egg. 
Teach STAAR strategy of drawing
"cavemen drawings"  Read a story on
my own and draw quick pictures in
the margins. Use the document
camera to show different examples of
students' cavemen drawings and
allow students to explain the author's
imagery that led to that drawing. 
How do these drawing help us to
understand the story better?

Phonics:

3.1Bi-v  Syllable types  We
will create a circle map
identifying and giving
examples of the 6 syllable
types:open, closed, vowel, r
controlled, silent e, final
stable.

Use whiteboards to practice
writing words with the different
types of syllables. I will apply the spelling pattern

to spell five unknown words with
digraphs

Writing/Grammar

I will plan and develop a draft
through the writing process to
publication.  Genre:  Realistic
Fiction  3.17A-E  I will use and
identify nouns in reading,
writing, and speaking.  3.22Aii Writing Process 

I will write sentences that
include prepositional phrase.

Social Studies:

3.3 A, B; 3.3C  We will
create and interpret a
timeline and use correct
vocabulary related to
chronology: past, present,
future, year, decade, century

Pass out the dates to the class.
Let them read their important
dates and discuss what the
dates are.  Then, have them get
in the correct order to create a
Human Timeline.

I will be able to create and
interpret a timeline.

Fri Math: 3.4A
4.5 -Use Place Value to Add. Students will
use place value (regrouping) to solve 3-
digit addition problems.

I will use my knowledge of place
value to help me add 3-digit
numbers.

Reading Comprehension:

I will use PBL to make inferences
and draw conslusions about what I
read during research.  3.10  I will
create a quick picture that
represents the visual imagery
conveyed by the author through
sensory language.  3.10

Continue steps to PBL 1.  State
Problem 2.  Possible steps for
soultion 3. Research and adapt
steps 4. Conclusion statement
and reasoning 5.  Share 6. 
Encourage

I will make journal entries to
make and confirm predictions
and identify the moral lesson

Phonics:

3.1Bi-v  Syllable types  We
will create a circle map
identifying and giving
examples of the 6 syllable
types:open, closed, vowel, r
controlled, silent e, final
stable.

Assessment: rabbit, paper,
staple, flake.

I will apply the spelling pattern
to spell five unknown words with
digraphs



Writing/Grammar

I will plan and develop a draft
through the writing process to
publication.  Genre:  Realistic
Fiction  3.17A-E  I will use and
identify nouns in reading,
writing, and speaking.  3.22Aii Writing Process

I will write sentences that
include prepositional phrase.

Social Studies: Review TEKS
Review Foundind Fathers and
important dates for the United
States

I will review this weeks'
concepts.


